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Calgary Disc Golf Club

Get Ready to Play!
With twenty-one brand new, exciting holes
of disc golf and a challenge for players of
every skill level, the Currie Reservoir Disc
Golf Course has something for everyone.
Situated on the old Richmond Green Golf
Course, Calgary’s newest disc golf course
will be open for your enjoyment on
October 30, 2021, at 1:30 pm!
There will be a small ceremony at 1:00 pm
before the course opens.
It has been a long process from design
through to completion, and it could not
have been done without the countless hours
of volunteer time and our partnership with
the City of Calgary.
The Currie Reservoir Disc Golf Course has
features never before seen at any other
course within Calgary. You will have to put
your disc golf metal to the test with a
multitude of shot shapes, challenging
distances, island greens and exciting
obstacles that will make or break your
score.

The Currie Reservior Disc Golf Course.

Currie Reservoir Core Team

Thank You, Volunteers and
City of Calgary Stakeholders!
After months of hard work and
collaboration, all of our efforts are finally
paying off!
Because of the time and effort put in by
CDGC volunteers and our partners at the
City of Calgary, we are able to open another
disc golf course in Calgary.
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Multiple Tee Pads and
Optional Adjusted
Par.
The course was designed to challenge
players of all skill levels. The Yellow
Tees are longer but watch your shot
placement, or you’ll be picking up extra
strokes! Green Tees offer shorter
distances, but that doesn’t mean they’ll
be easier; an optional adjusted par is
available for players who are still building
confidence in their game.

The CDGC would like to extend a special
thank you to the City of Calgary Golf, City
of Calgary Water, Urban Forestry and
Corporate Security departments for all of
their help in completing this project.
We relied heavily on their expertise and
guidance to be able to deliver the best
possible golf experience and protect
important city of Calgary assets.

We are so lucky to have such a broad
volunteer base and wonderful partners in the
City of Calgary; it is something that genuinely We would not have accomplished this
monumental feat without their assistance;
sets Calgary and our disc golf community
please make sure that you call 3-1-1 to let
apart!
the city know that you’re happy to have a
new course in Calgary!

Can You Make the
Island on Hole 8?
Play to Find Out.
One of the many course features meant
to test your disc golf ability is the island
on Hole 8. Just far enough from the tee
pad to make it challenging, the island
green gives you a large landing zone but
come up short, and it will be a difficult
putt for par!
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Challenge the Rockies
on Hole 21 and See
How Your Putt Fairs.
Everyone loves to get a little score
separation on the last hole; whether it’s a
tournament round or casual, knowing
that the win is yours is always a great
feeling. Challenge your card mates and
make a putt over the Rockies to seal
your victory!

